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Abstract 

 

“The Individual is the One Illusion”: Perception and Reality in 

Marguerite Young’s Miss MacIntosh, My Darling. 

 

Adena Rivera-Dundas, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Heather Houser 

 

Inspired by Rita Felski’s notion of the “postcritical,” this paper asks what it means 

to stand in front of, rather than behind a text. How does a text dictate its own terms of 

interpretation, and how does a critic remain sensitive to those demands? Miss MacIntosh, 

My Darling, the 1965 tome by Marguerite Young, serves as both model and inspiration 

for these questions. This paper traces several lines of theoretical inquiry through the text: 

reader response criticism, affect theory, and a posthumanist new materialism. The critical 

theories reveal the central tension in the text: that between the real and fictional, the 

material and the illusion. Through aligning the analysis to a mood of curiosity, this paper 

explores the ways in which the novel constructs an ethics of reading grounded in 

attention, responsibility, and attunement to nonhuman agencies. From its obsession with 

illusion and reality, Miss MacIntosh, My Darling ultimately argues for the dissolution of 

boundaries between the real and the illusion, and between separate bodies and spheres.  
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 1 

“Those who are involved in the ‘becoming-art’of an expressive material … do not pre-

exist it, but are rather invented in the process”  

- John Rajchman, The Deleuze Connections  

Introduction 

Published in 1965, Marguerite Young’s Miss MacIntosh, My Darling is a 

massive, frustrating, crushingly beautiful book. It’s the fifth longest novel in the English 

language, and when it was first published critics compared it to the achievements of 

Proust and Joyce. Young was to be “what Cervantes was for Spain, and Joyce for 

Ireland” (208), Anaïs Nin claimed. The novel is, to Nin, “the poetic imagination of 

America” (213), and Young, “one of the most extraordinary women of our time” (209). 

The novel exhibits an imaginative array of characters who take center stage for hundreds 

of pages only to be dismissed in a sentence and never heard of again. Young claims that 

she based every character on a real person. Even the woman who has been pregnant for 

decades, even the bus driver who thinks he is dead, even the Arctic explorer who finds 

love at the New York Stock Exchange.
1
 

And yet, despite a mini revival in the early 1990s, Miss MacIntosh, My Darling 

remains obscure and unknown. This paper aims not only to reanimate this daunting but 

gorgeous novel, but also to ask what modes of reading are best suited for delving into it. 

More specifically, the driving thrust of this paper is to ask what the ethical implications 

are of different modes of reading, and to attune my own insights to what the text demands 

rather than what the critic may find most compelling. This manner of engagement with 

Miss MacIntosh owes much to the work of Rita Felski and her notion of the 

“postcritical.” Felski argues that the hermeneutics of suspicion closes off engagements 

                                                 
1
 Young: “I never fantasized or invented a thing, not one thing. I knew every single thing I ever 

wrote about” (Marguerite Young, Our Darling 132) 
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with texts that allow for attachment and genuine interaction. The hermeneutics of 

suspicion instead positions the critic as an oppositional force against the text. In her call 

for postcritical engagement, Felski posits that “rather than looking behind the text—for 

its hidden causes, determining conditions, and noxious motives, we might place ourselves 

in front of the text, reflecting on what it unfurls, calls forth, makes possible. This is … a 

recognition—long overdue—of the text’s status as a coactor: as something that … helps 

make things happen” (12). By considering the text a coactor rather than an antagonist, 

Felski grants the text an agency frequently lost in the hands of a suspicious critic. In this 

paper, I intend to examine what it means to treat the text as a coactor. How does one 

stand in front of, rather than behind, a text? What types of theoretical approaches does 

that orientation toward a text foreclose and what doors does it open? How does the text 

dictate an appropriate theoretical lens and how does a critic remain sensitive to it? 

I turn to Miss MacIntosh, My Darling as the catalyst and inspiration for this 

method of reading for several reasons. The first is practical. As I read the long novel, I 

found myself untethered and swimming in its confusing, long-winded details. I was 

unable to tell how I should feel about the narrator Vera, and whether or not I was 

supposed to resist the novel as much as I wanted to. For a while I did resist, I was 

frustrated by the meandering sentences and annoyed at the tangential style. But 

something shifted; I grew into the book. As I began to seek out critical writing on this 

text, what little I found mimicked how enraptured I had become. I realized that if I was to 

make sense of my reaction to this novel, I was going to have to construct a method to do 

so. Because the text proves so difficult to encapsulate in any one mode of reading, 

Felski’s ethical attunement to the text’s agency spurs my kaleidoscopic critical approach. 

As the line in the novel between the true and the fictional continually blurs and changes, 

so too do the characters’ identities and understandings of self. Similarly, as the world and 
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the characters intermingle, so too does the reader with the novel. To make sense of the 

relationship between world and reader, I turn first to the reader response theories of 

Wolfgang Iser and Stanley Fish. However, reader response reifies the power structure 

which privileges the agency of critic over that of the text in a problematic dynamic that 

doesn’t attend to the novel’s democratic storytelling. To trouble this hierarchy, while still 

focusing on the reader/text relationship, I utilize affect theory to examine the power of 

the text on the reader. Under affect theory, the power structure flattens as the reader and 

text mutually affect one another. However, even in the web of connections of affect 

theory, the individual still retains power over the text. Given that this position of control 

is troubled by the text itself, I end my exploration with new materialism and 

posthumanism. In new materialism, the reader and text become equal agents and actors 

upon one another in ways that both illuminate the intellectual and formal elements of 

Miss MacIntosh while acknowledging the reader’s affective response to the text. I 

compile these various modes into my own assemblage of a postcritical reading which 

allows the novel to dictate the stakes of its interpretation.  

While there are great swaths of this novel that I must ignore for the sake of my 

argument—metaphysical concerns about the nature of God, the creation of utopias and 

socialist politics, the racist and (confusingly) sexist portrayals of minorities and women, 

the flippant attitude toward rape, each of which demand their own theoretical frames—

this paper follows the thread of narrative form and world-building as a means of dictating 

which theoretical frameworks take precedence. I engage with Felski’s postcritical design 

in order to continue the line of thinking that gestures to Young’s contemporary and 

Felski’s theoretical forbearer Susan Sontag. Sontag asked, and this paper attempts to 

answer, “What would criticism look like that would serve the work of art, not usurp its 
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place?” (12).2 The question that motivates this paper is the one that motivated both Felski 

and Sontag—how to stand with rather than against a text? How does Miss MacIntosh, My 

Darling dictate the terms of its own reading? How does a text or a theory construct its 

own ethics and how does a critic remain sensitive to those demands?  

 To begin, a brief overview of the tome: because her opium-addicted 

mother Catherine remains confined to her bed, Vera Cartwheel is raised by Miss 

MacIntosh, the red-headed, no-nonsense nurse from What Cheer, Iowa. While Catherine 

entertains fantastic guests all day and night—such as a talking chandelier and her valet 

who absconded with her limo twenty years ago—Miss MacIntosh drills Vera on her 

history, her logic, her anatomy. The main preoccupation of the novel is the impossibility 

of distinguishing between the real and the illusion. Catherine, for instance, represents the 

life of the imagination: she is timeless, her body has failed her, and she constructs an 

entire life out of figments. Miss MacIntosh, by contrast, represents the “real world”: she 

was “the one person not dreaming" (6), she takes brisk walks on the beach; she refuses to 

engage with the imagined or the fantastic. Vera grows up in these two worlds and 

vacillates between them, occasionally not knowing whether she is real or a figment of her 

mother’s imagination. Beyond Vera’s identity, the real/not-real question plagues nearly 

every character and situation in the novel. Mr. Joachim Spitzer, for example, who visits 

Catherine nightly despite her vocal dislike of him, doesn’t know if he is himself or his 

dead twin brother Peron. As Vera refers to him as Mr. Spitzer throughout the novel, the 

reader can never know which brother he is. This one example encapsulates much of the 

                                                 
2 This line of critical inquiry includes a long lineage and a different paper could situate Miss MacIntosh 

within the historical shifts in theory as they occurred concurrent with the novel’s writing, publication, and 

later revival. This paper follows the trajectory to a loose degree: the sequence of reader response, affect 

theory, and new materialism is argumentatively sequential and loosely chronological if one traces affect’s 

beginnings to Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus in 1980 and new materialism’s to the 

posthumanism of the late ’80’s and ’90’s. 
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ambiguity of the novel: as Vera narrates, the reader finds herself unable to ever fully 

grasp what is “actually” happening and what is a fabrication. That desire for truth in a 

world of unreality is an understandable one, and is the desire that motivates much of 

reader response theory. Reader response theory, in an attempt to trace the line between 

the real and the fictive, insists on the power of the reader’s interpretative measures to 

bring meaning and verisimilitude to the text.  
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“The Vision of Some Omniscient Eye:” Reader Response Theory 

Pioneered in the 1960s—the same decade Miss MacIntosh was first published—

reader response theory broke from the era’s dominant critical mode which insisted on a 

text’s limitless power. Wolfgang Iser, Stanley Fish, and others dethroned the text, which 

new criticism had mounted as the locus of power, to assert that a text had meaning only 

under the interpretive gaze of the reader. As Jane Tompkins writes, “Fish’s essay, 

‘Literature in the Reader,’ makes the crucial move in reader-oriented criticism by 

removing the literary text from the center of critical attention and replacing it with the 

reader’s cognitive activity” (xvii). For Fish, “the place where sense is made or not made 

is the reader’s mind rather than the printed page or the space between the covers of a 

book” (Self Consuming Artifacts 397). Fish imbues the reader with the power to create 

meaning in the novel. Fish and Iser pioneered a shift from the “positivist-formalist 

project” (“Interpreting the Variorum” 173) which, Fish claims, makes the assumption 

that:  

there is a sense, that it is embedded or encoded in the text, and that it can be taken 

in at a single glance. … To have [these assumptions] is to be committed both to a 

goal and to a procedure. The goal is to settle on a meaning, and the procedure 

involves first stepping back from the text, and then putting together or otherwise 

calculating the discrete units of significance it contains. (172) 

The danger in this line of thinking, Fish asserts, is that it ignores the interpretative work 

that a reader does when engaging with a text. He argues that the text has no agency or 

ability to act; rather, it is the reader who creates meaning through interpretation. Fish 

wants to approach a text without a predetermined meaning and to allow the experience of 

reading to create the events of the novel. This power allows for creative analyses of texts 
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that hinge on a reader’s experience, but it also empowers a reader to determine a 

knowable truth. One of the benefits of reading this novel through the lens of reader 

response criticism is that it eases the constant slippage between the real and the not-real. 

Iser argues that: 

As we read, we react to what we ourselves have produced and it is this mode of 

reaction that, in fact, enables us to experience the text as an actual event. We do 

not grasp it like an empirical object; nor do we comprehend it like a predicative 

fact; it owes its presence in our minds to our own reactions, and it is these that 

make us animate the meaning of the text as reality. (129) 

To Iser, a reader empowered by reader response theory gives life to the text by perceiving 

it as an “actual event.” The ambiguity of the real/not-real is then resolved: the reader can 

acknowledge that though the events are fictitious, they can still be experienced as if they 

are real. However, as Iser argues, that reality exists only in the mind of the reader. 

Without the reader, the world of the novel literally does not, cannot exist. Just as the 

reader creates the reality of the novel in her mind, so too does Vera create the reality of 

her surroundings in her own mind. Under the unknowability of the world is the deep 

desire to know. The novel both thwarts and satisfies this desire by unmasking mysteries 

where before there had been only quicksand. For instance, though Vera refers to Mr. 

Spitzer without indicating his first name—thereby allowing both identities to exist at 

once—in the book’s final moments, Vera reveals that Mr. Spitzer had been Peron all 

along. That conclusion is definite, a sure thing; Vera learns the “truth” about Mr. Spitzer 

once and for all. Vera’s belief in Mr. Spitzer’s declaration—which has no more “reality” 

in it than any other of his past professions of his identity—denotes her own desire for a 

clear, delineated truth.  
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Vera’s desire for truth informs her formal role as the text’s narrator. She holds 

absolute interpretive power over her surroundings. In the opening of the novel, for 

example, as Vera careens through the Midwest by bus, she writes her bus driver into 

existence and invents for him an entire family life. As she watches him she observes that 

the bus-driver was whistling, perhaps in anticipation of his wife, who would be a 

woman with ample breasts. … It would be impossible that he did not have, from 

my point of view, a wife, children. … Was he, after all, a bachelor … and his 

family life, an emanation of my over-active imagination, really, my desire for 

established human relationships? (1)  

In this passage, Vera’s “point of view” becomes power to change the driver’s reality 

which hinges only on her desire for human relationships. The bus driver vacillates 

between two realms of possibility—married or bachelorhood—and only Vera’s 

impression of him can determine the truth. The bus driver’s lived experience does not 

factor into the reader’s interpretation of him at all. Vera commands an equally expansive 

control over her surroundings as she transforms the concrete Indiana landscape into a 

world of dreams: “The bus windows had turned to a cold, steaming greyness … as if the 

known world of familiar associations had disappeared, and that which remained must 

seem but the conspiracy of memories and dreams floating without purpose” (3). Vera 

reinterprets the greyness and oceanic unknowability of the Indiana plains to be somehow 

both outside of this world but also “more true”: 

I had come … by this erratic bus which, plowing nowhere, suggested no 

landscape but the clouds … no goal but something outside of time, some world 

more true than any that had been known, the beauty which would not be an aspect 

of the lie. (9) 
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Vera’s imagined version of the landscape obscures it from the reader; it is 

impossible to know because it is now “no landscape but the clouds.” Even as she wrests 

the “reality” of her landscape into “nowhere,” she insists on the possibility of arriving at a 

place that is “more true” than her world. The instinct that “no landscape but the clouds” 

could somehow be “more true” and “would not be an aspect of the lie” reveals Vera’s 

desire to inhabit a world that is real, a world “free from illusion.” Despite her constant 

mediation of her surroundings, Vera desires a life unfiltered by the imagination. 

However, to read Miss MacIntosh under a reader response lens both allows Vera 

the power to alter her surroundings and wrests that control from her. Because reader 

response places the reader in charge, it strips Vera of the final interpretative word. The 

reader believes or doesn’t believe Vera; she allows or doesn’t allow Vera’s interpretation 

of her world to be the “truth.” The reader holds a satisfying degree of control and makes 

meaning from the disconnected images of the novel from a comfortable interpretive 

height. The disparate moments take various forms and include stories about previously 

unmentioned characters, for example, that span hundreds of pages or bird imagery that 

springs up on nearly every page: “when they heard her laughter like a daft seagull” (58); 

“and the seagull died when its wound was healed” (166); “his own spirit sobbing like a 

wild sea bird” (485); “we … would invite everybody to our wedding … bluejay and little 

jenny wren and bobolink and woodpecker … and all the birds” (1197-1998). Each 

disconnected image could contain meaning for the reader. Vera acknowledges this 

stylistic element of the novel when she claims that her life is composed of “disrelated, 

delusive images hovering only for a moment at the margin of consciousness, then passing 

like ships in the night, even ships manned by dead helmsmen, by ghostly crews, by one’s 

own soul at large” (4). These images are not only “created” but “manned,” they are 

controlled by something, either external—“manned by dead helmsmen”—or within the 
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reader herself—“by one’s own soul at large.” Under reader response theory, the final 

meaning of these images is determined by the reader.  

 In order to derive meaning from the chaos of images, the reader must work 

to forge connections within it. The onus for meaning-making is on the reader not only 

within the structures of the novel when viewed in the reader response light, but also 

within the ethical implications of reader response itself. The critic, under Fish’s and Iser’s 

wing, holds responsibility for the world because that world cannot exist without her. The 

reader is also responsible for the “truth” of reading; she must acknowledge that meaning 

occurs only in her mind and that the book does not speak on its own. It’s an ethical 

imperative to connect the dots, to allow the novel to speak. Vera considers herself in the 

same light. While on the bus to the Midwest, Vera muses on the “organization of illusion, 

of memory” (4) and wonders if “among beings strange to each other, those divided by the 

long roarings of time, of space … would there not be, in the vision of some omniscient 

eye, a web of spidery logic establishing the most secret relationships, deep calling to 

deep” (4-5). Vera’s “omniscient eye,” distant and removed from daily life, has the power 

to forge connections and build a web of logic. That omniscient eye perfectly describes the 

reader-response critic: neither enmeshed nor implicated in the text but distant and all-

powerful. The reader response reader is able to see the logic from above rather than 

experience the world from within the web.  

 With that bird’s eye view of the world comes a self-awareness, according 

to Fish. The difference between new criticism and the mode that Fish champions is a 

choice between “an interpretation that is unacknowledged as such and an interpretation 

that is at least aware of itself. It is this awareness that I am claiming for myself” (179). 

The new critic—or the critic engaged in a “positivist, formalist” method—by contrast, 

“ignores” and “devalues” (172) the reader because he takes the text to be “self-
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sufficient—everything is in it” (172). The meaning in the text is encoded, and that code 

“is assumed to be in the world independently of the individuals who are obliged to attach 

themselves to it” (183). The new critic claims that the interpretations spring from the text 

alone, unencumbered with association to a fallible human. Fish, by contrast, insists that 

“the facts he points to are there, but only as a consequence of the interpretive (man-

made) model that has called them into being” (179). By positioning the reader as the 

ultimate point of power, Fish argues, the critic becomes aware of the interpretative trial 

and error she performs. The implicit argument in Fish’s statement is that a self-aware 

critic is more ethically engaged in her reading. The reader is ethically responsible for 

understanding the “reality” of her interpretations: the reader constructs the world of the 

novel in her mind and not in a vacuum. To be a self-conscious critic is to be ethically 

responsible for one’s own interpretive creations. While this advances a self-aware and 

ethical attention toward the text, it is a paternalistic one. The reader is in control and is 

responsible for the text, whatever it might do. Not only that, but the text cannot exist 

without the reader’s intervention. This paper argues that this position of power, be it self-

aware or not, is harmful. It isn’t enough for the critic to be self-aware if that awareness 

minimizes the agency of the text itself. Miss MacIntosh, My Darling both requires and 

resists this self-conscious mode of interpretation. By assuming absolute power, the reader 

performs Vera’s quasi-omniscient perspective. The novel works well in this mode: the 

reader is able to stay separate from the quagmire of images if she maintains her aloof 

control. Reading with distance, however, ignores the experience of being enmeshed in 

that “web of spidery logic.” A reader response engagement with Miss MacIntosh 

disallows the reader from delving into the minutiae of entanglements because she is 

instead hovering above the structure of the text in order to decode and interpret it.  
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In addition to creating that distance, a reader-oriented approach places an 

individual in the position of ultimate power over others. The dangers of this power, and 

by extension reader response theory as a whole, explode to the foreground during the 

novel’s climax: the night of Vera’s fourteenth birthday. The night begins as if in a dream. 

Vera rides her black pony Falada—“almost only an idea of a horse” (234)—through the 

grounds of her mother’s property, wandering first through the gardens of the blind and 

the deaf before careening through the house and barging into Miss MacIntosh’s room. 

There, still on horseback, Vera discovers Miss MacIntosh “greatly changed” (237). She is 

bald. Vera spies her naked head, unprotected by the red wig previously assumed to be 

Miss MacIntosh’s hair. But Vera doesn’t see the root of the unfamiliarity for several 

pages. Instead, her nurse appears to her as a “monstrous stranger” (239) who physically 

assaults her until Vera loses consciousness.  

 Vera misinterprets Miss MacIntosh in this scene. In her confusion, Vera 

sees Miss MacIntosh as a strong man—“I struggled against this unknown, bald opponent, 

who surprised me with his strength, his amazing biceps and muscular expansion” (241)—

and goes so far as to imply that Miss MacIntosh rapes her: 

All the while, however, there was also this other Miss MacIntosh, this fearful man 

who had lifted me on to his bed and whose bald, furrowed head loomed above me 

like a skull … The secret man was he who held me pinioned in his mighty arms, 

his limbs too strong to fight against … Who was that old rapist if not Miss 

MacIntosh? (245) 

In the morning, Vera finds Miss MacIntosh spectacularly unchanged and only 

gradually recalls the events of the previous night. Once Vera remembers Miss 

MacIntosh’s physical change, however, she observes Miss MacIntosh changed in all 

aspects. Instead of solid, “true,” unchanging, Miss MacIntosh is unsure, impulsive, and 
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confused: “She shook her head from side to side, saying yes when she meant no—thus 

betraying a power of indecision she had never shown before—asking, how should she 

know her right hand from her left?” (873), and Vera remarks on the “quick alterations of 

a stayed personality” that she admits she “had never really known” (874). In the midst of 

her uncertainty, however, Miss MacIntosh displays bizarre confidence about one thing: 

now that Vera has unmasked her baldness, Miss MacIntosh must die. She says “I shall 

surely disappear as surely as the sun sets” (869); “Oh, I am killed. … Oh, I am killed. … 

Oh, I am killed” (870). The justification for this extreme reaction is the pain of being 

forced to live without the illusion that had constructed her sense of self. She tells Vera, “I 

will step out of my life, dear, and you will never find me. For none did” (876). Vera 

blames herself for this turn of events: “who but I though I might blame the sun, the moon, 

the stars … Though my heart should nearly stop with this great grief of mortal shock, 

who but I had killed her?” (65). By taking such absolute responsibility for the events, 

Vera rejects any possibility that Miss MacIntosh could have exhibited her own agency. 

Vera’s feeling of absolute responsibility for Miss MacIntosh’s actions echoes an earlier 

moment in which Vera witnesses a wedding between Mr. Spitzer and Miss MacIntosh. 

Though Vera determines the ceremony to be a hallucination, she still believes that it 

affected Miss MacIntosh. In addition, though Vera created the event, she cannot 

determine to whom “fault” should be ascribed: “It had been my fault and nobody else’s, 

for I had been the only person present at these lost events … What had I done to Miss 

MacIntosh, and how must I blush when I saw her next … Was that her fault or mine?” 

(183). Vera takes on the responsibility for the hallucination, but she believes that the 

illusion had “done” something to Miss MacIntosh. In both cases, Vera positions herself 

as the ultimate creator and reader of the world. She takes absolute responsibility for Miss 
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MacIntosh’s death and believes that her hallucinations about Miss MacIntosh had 

impacted her directly.  

 Under the lens of reader response theory, the reader may take Vera as the 

model for how to read the world: absolutely in control and therefore responsible for bad 

outcomes. But the reader may also choose to stand at a remove, to retain the omniscient 

eye. In either case, the text resists a reader who maintains absolute control. The 

impossibility of maintaining the bird’s-eye view as the reader is forecast by Catherine’s 

relationship to Mr. Spitzer, in that Catherine, while “omniscient” (211) is unable to 

account for Mr. Spitzer’s actions. As Vera describes it, “Mr. Spitzer was always in 

danger, it seemed, of passing beyond her scope of knowledge, of threatening her 

omniscience which knew just what there was to know. He was the lost perception” (211). 

Mr. Spitzer endangers this privileged viewpoint by simply existing outside Catherine’s 

imagination. To truly understand or know Mr. Spitzer, the novel implies, Catherine 

would need to forego omniscience and rather experience the world with him. Catherine 

similarly misreads her own daughter. As Vera recounts, “my mother, believing herself 

dead, that she had died long ago, had tried to kill me in order that I should be free of the 

influence of reality” (7). The danger of misreading has physical ramifications.  

 While reader response does propose an ethical responsibility to the text 

and to the reader, it grants the reader too much power. Though reader response does 

illuminate much in Miss MacIntosh, it ultimately fails. That failure springs from the 

novel’s insistence that misinterpretation can be fatal. In addition to cautioning against 

misinterpretation, the novel also enmeshes the reader into a web of connections. The text 

draws the reader in, even against her will or knowledge in ways discussed at length in the 

upcoming section. If Fish would argue that “meanings are not extracted but made … by 

interpretive strategies that call forms into being” (183), the book suggests that meaning 
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cannot be a one-way interaction. The lone reader, carving meaning out of her 

surroundings, is always also being acted on by the text. To best understand what it means 

to move from the “omniscient eye” and into the “web of spidery logic,” I turn to one 

theory of enmeshment: affect theory. 
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“The Web of Spidery Logic:” Affect Theory 

“Affect,” Gregory Seigworth and Melissa Gregg write, “is found in those 

intensities that pass body to body (human, nonhuman, part-body, and otherwise), in those 

resonances that circulate about, between, and sometimes stick to bodies and worlds, and 

in the very passages or variations between these intensities and resonances themselves” 

(1). It arises “in the midst of in-between-ness: in the capacities to act and be acted upon” 

(1). It is in this space of intensity and resonance that Miss MacIntosh and the reader 

interact, in the in-between space of the real and not-real which exist at once. The text 

does act, contrary to Iser and Fish’s claims, not because it is a human interpreter but 

because it exists outside and beyond what a lone reader can create. While reader response 

explores the ways in which the reader impacts the world of the novel, affect theory 

investigates the points at which the novel and the reader are, to use Rita Felski’s term, 

coactors. The book is an agent, one that can create and deliver meaning beyond the 

reader’s scope of interpretive ability. If the novel (or any text) is considered to be 

affecting—and anyone who has read anything that has resonated can attest that it is—

than it can also be considered an agent with the ability to impact. Be considering Miss 

MacIntosh as an agent, we can consider the novel a body. It is a nonhuman body which 

creates intensities and which resists an easy interpretation by the all-powerful reader. The 

novel is both receiver and creator of the reader’s experience. “Affect,” Seigworth and 

Gregg write, 

is integral to a body’s perpetual becoming (always becoming otherwise, however 

subtly, than what it already is), pulled beyond its seeming surface-boundedness by 

way of its relation to, indeed of its composition through, the forces of encounter. 

(3)  
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Affect’s concept of the “body’s becoming” recalls Vera’s own declaration of her ability 

to inscribe her world as both the omniscient eye and as one caught in “a web of spidery 

logic establishing the most secret relationships” (4). Under affect theory, rather than 

inhabit omniscience, the reader and text are stuck in that web together. To read this novel 

through an affect lens takes into account the ways in which the text is an equal actor on 

the reader. On the micro scale of the sentence level as well as on the macro scale of the 

novel’s reception and history, affect resonates in Miss MacIntosh.  

Little criticism exists on the novel, and what is out there is effusive. Along with 

reissuing the text in 1994, Dalkey Archive published a companion piece called 

Marguerite Young, Our Darling which features personal essays and ruminations on the 

author and the seemingly impenetrable world of Miss MacIntosh. The volume undergoes 

a similar genre-bending that its inspiration claims. Marguerite Young, Our Darling 

includes tributes to Young, interviews with her, and various scholarly pieces that focus 

on different elements of Young’s work. One writer tackles her “epic imagination” 

(Charles Ruas) while another analyzes the connection between politics and Young’s 

writing (Lilian S. Robinson). But in most cases, the writing in this slim, 143-page volume 

assumes an intimacy with Young’s writing—“Where … would we or the novel be 

without Mr. Spitzer?” (67)—while seeming to vouch for the work as a whole. Dalkey 

Archive published Marguerite Young, Our Darling a year after it published Miss 

MacIntosh in a move that can’t help but be read as an extended book jacket blurb for the 

novel. Strikingly, the little book doesn’t dwell strictly on the volume its title mimics, but 

on the force of nature behind it: Marguerite Young. Tributes to the author compose the 

first section of the volume, and include lines such as “Marguerite Vivian Young … 

changed my life” (Hamilton 8) or “Marguerite Young lets us know, women’s stories 

matter as stories” (Robinson 67). Young’s presence is even written into the republished 
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edition of the book. On the cover of the first volume is a photograph of a young 

Marguerite Young before she started the novel. On the cover of the second volume is a 

photograph of Young upon completing the text, her arms wrapped around reams of paper, 

her eyes half-shut and happy. Why does the cover remind the reader of the body of the 

author? If, as Rita Felski reminds us, the common mode of criticism has been to inhabit a 

mood of detachment, why is the critical reception around Miss MacIntosh so gushing? If, 

as Felski claims, critics are “so hyperarticulate about our adversaries and so 

excruciatingly tongue-tied about our loves” (13), why does Miss MacIntosh generate such 

loving responses? Why are the critics of Young seemingly outside of the Felski’s analysis 

of critical inquiry?  

 Answering these questions requires attending to the form of the novel and the 

affect that form produces. As affect has been considered a “larger reawakening of interest 

in problematics of embodiment and materiality” (Brinkema xi), it adds a useful valence to 

the question of the novel's reception and the ways in which Miss MacIntosh, My Darling 

registers in the bodily experience of those who read it. This novel is, without a doubt, a 

long slog. It took this reader twenty hours a week for nearly two months to get through it. 

To read a book for that long certainly registers in the body: it pains the neck to look down 

for so many hours in a row, strains the eyes, produces headaches. But I finished the book. 

All those who wrote about the book with such love (presumably) finished the book. 

Registering the bodily experience of reading is both difficult and unremarkable. All 

books require the physical act of reading, and all acts of reading are simultaneously 

embodied—the eyes on a page, the body in a chair—and disembodied because, as Fish 

would remind us, the events of the novel take place in the realm of the imagination. 

However, even as the physical act of reading isn’t unique to Miss MacIntosh, the 

mirrored experience within the novel is. Catherine, Vera’s mother, complains that her 
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body has failed her, and so retreats to the world of the fantastic while Miss MacIntosh 

rejects the imagination for the material world. As the reader of the novel grapples with 

the quotidian physical/nonphysical experience of reading, she witnesses the same tension 

played out amongst these characters. Catherine and Miss MacIntosh mimic the reader’s 

experience by embodying the imagination and the material and by becoming near 

allegories for those states. A reader’s perhaps unremarkable physical and nonphysical 

relationship to this book becomes notable by the mimesis of the characters. But this 

pleasurable feeling of seeing oneself echoed in the text isn’t enough to pull a reader 

through the entire novel. A reader must have an appreciation of the novel (long that it is) 

and desire to continue. Susan Feagin claims, “If appreciation is an ability or skilled 

activity, the desire to appreciate will be a desire to exercise that skill. That is, it is a desire 

to do, rather than a desire that something be the case” (11). To read this book—to read 

this book and to finish this book—requires a deliberate act of engagement. That is, of 

course, the case with any book: all reading is a deliberate act that requires a desire to do. 

But this novel, because of its length, because of its challenging prose and meandering 

style demands that a reader must want to read not to have read. 

 How does this desire to read catalyze a reading of the novel’s affect? I argue that 

the form of the novel is inherently tied to the affect produced and created within the 

content of the novel. Eugenie Brinkema argues for the “return to reading for form in the 

midst of the ongoing turning toward affect” (xvi) as a way to transform affect into a tool 

for close reading. While Brinkema explores affect and form in the context of film studies, 

I engage with her argument to examine the ways in which affect plays a foundational role 

in the formal elements of Miss MacIntosh. The affective response of readers to this novel 

is both cause and effect of the form of the novel itself. The novel is acted on by the 

reader—the reader engages with it and through an affective response causes the novel to 
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take on certain meanings discussed in detail below. To understand the form of the novel 

as an entity, one must first turn to its building block—the sentence. In Young’s hands, 

sentences build and crescendo; they catch the reader up in them: 

Had I not come to a land of eternal night, that of these voices, forever the 

aberrations, the irregularities, old, amorphous shapes like those which creep 

through mist and fog, Cyclops, men whose heads don’t grow between their 

shoulders, dead souls, insoluble mystery, that fleeting image, that dream within a 

dream? (165) 

Sentences such as these (and there are many) end in a different world than the one in 

which they began. As the reader ventures into the first few pages of the novel, when these 

sentences are still awe-inspiring and unusual, she may scrutinize long lists such as these 

for connective meaning: are the Cyclops in the eternal night? Are they the amorphous 

shapes? Are they literal? Is this land a place of myth? Are the Cyclops dead souls? Are 

the souls the mystery? To ask this many questions of each sentence is exhausting and 

ultimately fruitless. Forced connections between these objects breed only more 

confusion; the narrative slips past these images to others. Once a reader realizes that 

hunting for connections between these images is fruitless, the reader can stop searching 

for meaning and begin to see the sentence for what it is: a beautiful, mind-baffling, 

impossible assortment of images. Each clause and phrase sparks an imaginative flight—

“men whose heads don’t grow between their shoulders”; “amorphous shapes like those 

which creep through mist and fog”—it’s a dazzling world for the reader to inhabit by 

merely observing and registering each incredible detail. 

 But the beauty of the world becomes overwhelming. Over the course of 1,198 

pages and countless sentences full of exquisite detail, the wearied grows accustomed to 

the litany of seemingly unconnected ideas. The details repeat seemingly indefinitely and 
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transform the incredible into the habitual. The sentences wear the reader down. 

Acceptance takes the place of critical inquiry and the unbelievable becomes the common 

place. The sentences act on the reader to produce alternating sensations of amazement 

and weariness. They ultimately orient the reader to the world of the novel until the desire 

to separate the dream from the nondream loses appeal. The reader can inhabit the “land of 

eternal night … that dream within a dream” with Vera, rather than trying to wrestle 

interpretive control from her. Miss MacIntosh demands to be experienced rather than 

analyzed, sensed rather than made sense of. Enmeshment occurs on the formal level, and 

it is in this type of experiential reading that the reader response perspective breaks down. 

Once attuned to the dream-like, experiential register of the novel, to the ways in 

which the reader and the novel are interlocked in a web of relationships, a reading of 

Vera’s birthday scene takes on a new cadence. To revisit the scene briefly: Vera barges in 

on Miss MacIntosh, finds her changed, and swoons after hallucinating Miss MacIntosh as 

a horrible stranger. In the morning, Vera awakens in Miss MacIntosh’s bed, unable to 

recall what had transpired the night before. Miss MacIntosh appears to be her old self, 

and the reader is left to determine what had happened. Just as the reader begins to do so, 

attention shifts dramatically. The episode of Vera’s birthday occurs from page 238 to 

page 299. For the next 559 pages, however, Vera doesn’t mention Miss MacIntosh. She 

instead narrates the lives of her mother, her mother’s cousin Hannah, and Mr. Spitzer. On 

page 859, Vera returns as if nothing had happened and begins her chapter by musing: 

“And as for Miss MacIntosh, how different she seemed from all the others here … the 

one person never dreaming where all might dream” (859). Snapping back to this moment 

is a whirlwind, and the deliberate repetition of Miss MacIntosh as “the one person not 

dreaming” (6)—Vera’s initial description of her nurse—reinforces a cyclical reading of 

the event. The repetition of the phrase engages with Deleuze’s notion that repetition 
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engenders habits. By repeating “the one person not/never dreaming,” Vera makes 

habitual her link between Miss MacIntosh and her identity as a non-dreamer. The greater 

shift, of course, is extratextual: the moment in the book in which these two descriptions 

take place. A different reader encounters the second description than had encountered the 

first, if with no other change than the accumulation of text from page six to page 859. 

These readings explore the tension between the appearance of sameness and the 

understanding that perceptions have shifted and things are different, even if the nature of 

that difference is not yet understood.  

 Vera and the reader return to the breakfast table across from Miss MacIntosh, 

with heads “still roaring with dreams” (859) and try to pin down the obscured night in 

question. The confusion and distance the reader feels from the original night are 

intentional. Vera reveals that she was “already trying to construct a memory which 

should place the distance between me and her” (859). Similarly, the reader must swim 

against a current of information in order to orient herself in the present moment. The text 

actively creates memories in the reader by filling space between the beginning of the 

scene and its conclusion. The memories that the reader creates here are evocative of 

another major modernist tome which also used its size to its advantage: Marcel Proust’s 

In Search of Lost Time (1927). In both texts, the experience of reading takes so much 

time that the reader stows away moments from earlier in the novel and transforms them 

into memories. This process occurs in tandem with the main characters of each novel: 

Vera in Miss MacIntosh and Marcel in In Search of Lost Time. The reader of In Search of 

Lost Time accumulates characters, moments, and details about the narrator’s world, all of 

which explode to the surface during the final dinner party scene. The entirety of the book 

builds toward that crescendo of knowledge and recognition and the time seemingly 

wasted by slogging through pages of quotidian detail is redeemed and recaptured in a 
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breathtaking epiphany. The reader of Miss MacIntosh similarly experiences an 

overwhelming catalogue of stories and characters, but unlike Proust’s reader, doesn’t 

recall all those moments in a cathartic explosion. Rather, the accumulation of details 

intentionally places distance between the reader and Vera’s birthday scene. Rather than 

gathering moments that build into a final revelation, the reader accrues images that never 

return. When the reader does return with Vera to the morning after her birthday, she must 

struggle with Vera to remember the night before. Though the literal experience is 

different—Vera slept through the night and the reader traversed several characters’ full 

lives—the effect is the same: the night before seems dim, unreal, difficult to recall or pin 

down. By creating memories in this way, the novel coerces the reader into performing 

Vera’s action concurrent with her.  

 This interaction with memory isn’t an isolated incident in the novel, but is rather 

intimately entwined with the novel’s fascination with the reality and fictitiousness of the 

world. “Memory,” Vera claims, “is surrounded by the unknown, the void, and there is 

much that we have not heard, much that we have not seen. Memory sometimes provides 

the one flower more than ever blossomed. Memory sometimes omits the only flower 

there really was” (244). Memory, Vera claims, can never account for any actual lived 

experience. It will always be too much—“the one flower more”—or too little—“omits 

the only flower there really was.” This affective overflow of memory, the creation of an 

intensity that doesn’t have a category or place, registers with the reader in a visceral way. 

The reader fashions her own memories through the act of reading.  

 To read Miss MacIntosh, My Darling under the lens of affect theory decenters the 

throne of power established in reader response. It gestures instead to the interconnection 

of the form of the novel and its reception. By reading the affect of the novel’s form, the 

reader becomes entangled in the web of relations between the characters, the experience 
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of reading the book, and the form of the novel itself. Affect moves beyond reader 

response’s desire for control and prioritizes an ethics of equal agency. Whereas reader 

response places responsibility in the hands of one entity—the reader—affect instead 

insists that all who exist in a system impact one another. Not only do those impacts 

happen, but they matter. The move from reader response to affect occurs within the 

trajectory of the novel as well. The reader begins absolutely tied to Vera’s point of view, 

and that central position of power doesn’t come into question until Vera’s fourteenth 

birthday. That night troubles Vera’s cozy control and shifts focus on to the ramifications 

of that power.  

 However, shifting the ethical viewpoint from one actor to two doesn’t do justice 

to the complexity of the novel. For one, there are large swaths of the novel that an 

affective lens doesn’t attend to, such as the treatment of gender or race.3 In addition, 

while affect insists on the mutual engagement between Vera and Miss MacIntosh, it treats 

them as separate entities with distinct individualities. Miss MacIntosh, My Darling, 

however, calls for a radical reimagining of what constitutes an identity. Affect doesn’t 

attend to this reimagining because it still insists that the individual is composed of a 

singular, bounded being. That being may be ensnared in a web of connections which 

permeate bodies in unpredictable ways, but it is still a body, unique and definable. Miss 

MacIntosh, My Darling, as I will illustrate in the upcoming section, proposes a view of 

                                                 
3
 Separate papers could be written on the treatment of gender and race in this novel. For one, the 

criticism of Miss MacIntosh frequently insists on the “femininity” of the novel and the critics 

within Marguerite Young, Our Darling treat Young as specifically maternal. Affect also doesn’t 

account for any critique of the orientalism and exoticism of the novel which crops up in troubling 

ways, such as the Egyptian painted entirely in gold who sits in Catherine’s house for days or 

Cousin Hannah’s alter ego as Al Hamad, the keeper of a Turkish harem. Much of affect’s work as 

applied to this book assumes an experience of equality—the reader and the novel are placed on 

equal terms and share in the creation of meaning in equal ways. My incorporation of affect here 

(and I think affect that isn’t utilized specifically for the purpose of critiquing culture) doesn’t 

attend to the inequalities of structures.  
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the world in which those boundaries dissolve or are at constant risk of dissolution. The 

impact of one individual on another is not only felt but incorporated, until even the 

individual ceases to exist. This dissolution is not frightening but celebratory as it posits a 

new ethics of reading.  
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“The Individual is the One Illusion:” New Materialism  

Affect moves toward new materialism by insisting on the novel’s agency. Where 

reader response would assert that things happen only in the reader, affect vouches for the 

novel’s equal part in meaning-making. Things happen in the novel, too. This proposes an 

ethical consideration of the equality of actors: both the novel and the reader have agency 

in affect theory. New materialism, however, pushes that ethical lens even further. Rather 

than consider both the novel and the reader equal but distinct agents, new materialism—

and specifically Stacy Alaimo’s concept of trans-corporeality—argues that different 

agents don’t only act on one another, they interpenetrate. Boundaries are fluid and 

indistinct. A bridge between affect and new materialism, in the interest of troubling my 

own categorical lines, is Rita Felski’s conception of mood. Moods, Felski argues, 

“muddy the distinction between inside and outside, self and world” (21). Jonathan Flately 

defines a mood as an “affective atmosphere … in which intentions are formed, projects 

pursued, and particular affects can attach to particular objects” (19). Whereas affects are 

relational and intentional, a mood, Flately continues, “creates the world in which we exist 

at any given moment” (19). Felski employs moods to critique the “distance” which she 

argues pervades critical inquiry. I engage mood as a way of attending to the agency of the 

novel itself. My mood is one of attention toward the text as well as one of distrust toward 

distinct categories. This mood has, of course, saturated my readings thus far, but it finds 

its foothold most directly in new materialism and posthumanism. Matthew Taylor defines 

the posthuman as “best understood as a broader, transhistorical attempt to integrate the 

human into larger networks of being” (5), specifically networks that include an unstable, 

uncategorical identity. I depart slightly from Alaimo’s trans-corporeality because I 
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neither trace characters’ literal, physical permeability nor “the material interconnections 

of human corporeality with the more-than-human world” (2). Instead, I am interested in 

using new materialist and posthumanist concepts to examine the ways in which 

insubstantial things—the voices, perceptions, and interpretations of others—permeate the 

human form.  

By adopting trans-corporeality to consider the interpenetration of the human with 

nonphysical nonhuman, I interrogate the ways in which Miss MacIntosh posits a 

redefinition of self that includes no definable borders. Examples of this fascination 

flickers throughout the book, most notably in the sections that pertain to Mr. Spitzer. 

Vera also flirts with this idea when she muses on the “organization of illusion, of 

memory” (4). She asks,  

would there not be, in the vision of some omniscient eye, a web of spidery logic 

establishing the most secret relationships, deep calling to deep, illuminations of 

the eternal darkness, recognitions in the night world of voyager dreams, all 

barriers dissolving, all souls as one and united? Every heart is the other heart. 

Every soul is the other soul. Every face is the other face. The individual is the one 

illusion. (4-5) 

I tied this web of spidery logic to affective connections earlier in this. Now, in the context 

of new materialism, the web “establish[es]” the relationships which dissolve all barriers 

and insist that the individual is “the one illusion.” Vera, however, proves to be difficult to 

analyze as an undefined individual as she constantly insists on her own identity: “I, Vera 

Cartwheel, daughter of Catherine Helena Cartwheel, nee Snowden” (73). She is too 

invested in a reader-oriented view of the world in which she is responsible for the 

interpretations of her surroundings.  
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Mr. Spitzer, on the other hand, is much more suited to this new materialist line of 

thinking. Mr. Spitzer, ambiguously named, never knows if he is Joachim, the gentle 

musician, or his twin brother, the gregarious gambler Peron. He vacillates between the 

two personalities and inhabits both because: 

For Peron with his gambler’s shifting mentality, the individual had been an 

accident, occurring, if at all, only in this life, certainly not in the next—a 

moment’s hazardous congruences of changing, changeable illusions, shapes 

blown along by waves and winds, depending as much as anything upon the 

direction of the wind or whether it was a rainy day or a day of wind-blown 

sunlight. Men had not been men so much as these accidental conformations. (700) 

Mr. Spitzer, here denoted as Peron though previously identified as Joachim, insists that 

individuality is a fluke. He is more a cloud than a man: a changeable illusion blown about 

by the wind. The formal elements of the novel reinforce the blurriness of boundaries Mr. 

Spitzer embodies, as these two passages—quoted at length to illustrate the novel’s 

stylistic qualities—demonstrate. Young’s sentences, as previously analyzed, include lists 

of seemingly unrelated things. This accumulation of images and objects—“deep,” 

“illuminations,” “recognitions” (5) and “illusions,” “shapes,” “waves,” “wind” (700)—is 

a constant excess. Each sentence contains a clause too many. Almost in direct refutation 

to Vera’s desire for omniscience, Mr. Spitzer says that “there would never be a way to 

look down upon these passing moments, that one must live only through them, merging 

with a cloud at every point—that there would never be a summary or final statement or 

that elegy which should include his last breath” (729). Life exists only through moments 

of excess, not above them. One is ensnared in them, not separated out. Only through 

distance and a refusal to merge (such as found in reader response theory) would a person 

be able to “look down” on these moments and to see them in summary. In the formal 
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elements of these sentences too, exists a need to merge, to incorporate as much of the 

world as possible. The individual is suspect here: how can any entity be cordoned off 

from any other? Young’s vision of the world is an expansive one which attempts to 

include all things, imagined or otherwise.  

The excess and inclusion resonate with new materialism. Just as the sentences 

seem to expand to include everything, so too does new materialism demand attention to 

the agency of all matter, be it human, animal, rock, air, germs, etc. My intervention in 

this line of thinking is to increase the list of what constitutes “all matter” by including 

immaterial human inventions. Thoughts, opinions, and perceptions can penetrate and 

merge just as much as physical bodies and materials do. Including human thought in the 

concerns of new materialism, and treating the imagination as a material, increases the 

possibilities for what new materialism can attend to. That said, by insisting on the 

permeability of the tangible and intangible, I run the risk of distancing new materialism 

from its ecocritical concerns. The danger is of dipping into a problematic humanism 

which insists that what a human can imagine is as valid and as material as the physical 

world. In order to attend to global environmental crises, ecocriticism attempts to decenter 

the human from its Enlightenment-inflected position in the center of the universe. My 

treatment of human thought as a material entity—a deeply humanistic claim—runs the 

risk of remounting the human’s role as creator of the world. While I can’t avoid the 

critique that my reading falls into humanistic territory, I want to insist that it doesn’t do 

so at the expense of the agency of nonhumans. Rather, I hope to prove that this novel and 

a new materialist reading of it reveal the dangers of assuming a human-centric view of 

the world. These concerns are, as was the case with reader response and affect theory, 

intrinsically linked to Miss MacIntosh’s content and form. For one, when the real and the 

not-real are permeable to one another, reality and fiction cease to construct the absolute 
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binary that Vera believes they inhabit. As demonstrated above, the sentences are 

constructed of excessive lists of disconnected images which do not generate interpretative 

content. The images of these sentences demand to be allowed to exist as forms in 

themselves, without needing to provide meaning. Allowing for things to exist as they are 

reinforces a new materialistic reading of the novel because it grants objects the agency 

and authority to be without needing to be interpreted.  

 In addition to the new materialistic excess of the sentences, the novel also 

performs moments of trans-corporeality in the lack of direct quotation and in the 

homogeneity of voices of the various characters. Rather than the habitual reoccurrence of 

repeated phrases—as examined under an affect lens—the similarity of voice across 

different characters reinforces the permeability of identities. Rarely does another 

character speak to the reader unmediated by Vera’s narrative voice. For example, Mr. 

Spitzer seemingly narrates the life of Cousin Hannah as he tends to her estate while she 

dies. However, when in conversation with the “caretaker” who tells Mr. Spitzer that 

Cousin Hannah has died, Vera inserts herself into Mr. Spitzer’s narration. Mr. Spitzer 

relays the caretaker’s address to himself: “To find her now, you will have to turn time 

back … I doubt that she will be seen by living man. You will be, Mr. Spitzer—but how 

could this old caretaker have known, have spoken his name?—where she is now” (585). 

Mr. Spitzer’s voice, indistinguishable from Vera’s own, comments on the veracity of his 

story even as he tells it. Similarly, Cousin Hannah’s voice is indistinguishable from 

Vera’s. Her story interrupts Miss MacIntosh’s unravelling, but the basic thrust of her 

narrative parallels Vera’s in that Hannah, too, mourns a lost love. Cousin Hannah’s story 

predicts Vera’s love for Miss MacIntosh after she disappears into the sea. During that 

narrative, Mr. Spitzer finds Hannah’s letters which proclaim her lost love. In them, she 

writes: “Am I falling into death? Am I falling into death or love, eternal love, or am I 
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awakening? Is this the beginning or end, or was there ever only this one moment, 

moment when I lost her?” (498). Without context, this passage could spring from Vera 

herself as Vera refers to Miss MacIntosh as “my love” and mourns the moment in which 

she lost her. Cousin Hannah sounds exactly like Vera. The homogeneity of voices and the 

intermingling of perception and identity all undermine the possibility of having a 

consistent individual identity. Vera ruminates, “were we not all members of one another, 

as Mr. Spitzer had many times remarked. … And the idea of a central and coordinating 

self was probably, he also believed, an artificial construct, a vague hypothesis changing 

when the wind blew or when the cloud darkened” (807). The novel’s formal elements—

the homogeneity of voices and lack of direct quotation—perform the porousness of 

identity that trans-corporeality advances.  

To illustrate this theoretical lens, I turn for a third and final time to Vera’s 

fourteenth birthday. In the context of new materialism and trans-corporeality, I reread this 

scene as an example of the interpenetration of human and nonhuman subjects and 

permeability of the self with human thought. Prior to that night, Vera had fashioned Miss 

MacIntosh’s identity to be the diametric opposition to her mother’s. Miss MacIntosh 

embodies the physical traits of Vera’s world, and most descriptions of the nurse are of her 

physical appearance: “She was hale, hearty, sensible” (39); “her hair brick red, perfectly 

in order” (40); her eyes “greyish, greenish” (40). Vera is quick to ascribe her the 

“reality,” “honesty,” and “truth” not found in Catherine’s opium-inspired dreams. Vera 

constructs the binary between her mother and her nurse to be explicit and overt; Miss 

MacIntosh is not just “true” but “the truest person [Vera] had seen” (7). She not only 

doesn’t dream, but “dream[s] no dreams like the others” (39). “She taught me a profound 

respect for who was real, such as herself or Mr. Spitzer,” Vera recalls, “and who was not 
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real should never stand in our way” (192).
4
 Vera’s descriptions of Miss MacIntosh and 

her mother Catherine are parallel but opposite. Where Miss MacIntosh “had not two 

faces, one to turn toward the world, one to turn toward heaven. There was not even the 

remote possibility of something else” (194), Catherine claims there were “two worlds—

this and its counterpart” (25). To Vera, these women are opposites. However, even in her 

initial descriptions of Miss MacIntosh, Vera’s own perceptions thwart the possibility of a 

definite “reality.” Vera admits that Miss MacIntosh was “as honest as the day was long, it 

would always seem, and she did not believe in things invisible” (39, emphasis mine). 

Vera’s “seem” here recalls her changing descriptions of the bus driver; she not only 

inscribes her interpretation onto the nurse, she also creates the possibility that Miss 

MacIntosh isn’t as one dimensionally “honest” as she appears. In the simple “seem,” 

Vera unwittingly exposes the disconnect between appearance and reality. Even in her 

steadfastness, Miss MacIntosh is open to interpretation, and the uncertainty resonates 

even in descriptions of her physical appearance. “Her face,” Vera notes, “changed from 

rose to blue to green to gold to silver, seeming to reflect the changing colors of the 

atmosphere” (41). Though Miss MacIntosh reflects the landscape—which ties her to the 

physical rather than to the illusion—she is still at the mercy of Vera’s impression of her; 

Vera claims that her face “seems” to reflect the atmosphere. 

 These moments destabilize the possibility that Miss MacIntosh—or anyone—

could ever escape the fantasies imposed on them by another. This observation, however, 

is lost on Vera until her fourteenth birthday. She rides her black pony Falada through the 

house and into Miss MacIntosh’s bedroom: “we passed without a moment’s hesitation to 

                                                 
4
 Vera’s invocation of Mr. Spitzer as “real” in the same way that Miss MacIntosh is real already 

hints at the revelation to come that Miss MacIntosh could never be “real” in the way that Vera 

assumes. Mr. Spitzer, we have seen already, epitomizes the blurriness of identity and illusion of 

self.  
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that far wing of the house where we should find one who was real, one who was plain—

Miss MacIntosh who, though she might condemn us, would know that we were real” 

(237). However, upon storming into the bedroom, Vera finds Miss MacIntosh changed: 

she is “unbelievably not herself, and yet—how was it that I recognized her instantly as if 

she were something I had always dimly known, and the shock of this knowledge was but 

the affirmation of some older shock which had been forgotten and laid over by the 

autumn leaves, the snow falling, the first buds of spring?” (237). Miss MacIntosh’s 

change is not only a “shock of knowledge,” but akin to cycles in nature—autumn leaves, 

snow, spring buds. Once again, Miss MacIntosh is both the physical world and Vera’s 

impression of her. Once Vera is able to articulate what the change actually is—Miss 

MacIntosh’s baldness—Vera reacts with revulsion: “she was this monster moving toward 

me in the darkness” (239), “she was this monstrous stranger” (239), “this bald pretender” 

(241), “this unknown, bald opponent” (241). The confrontation between Vera’s 

perceptions of Miss MacIntosh and this new information turns violent, and the figure of 

Miss MacIntosh becomes masculine and powerful. Vera describes “his strength, his 

amazing biceps and muscular expansion and chest expansions, his perfect control, the left 

jab which annoys, hurts, and stings” (241). In the midst of this violence, Vera tries to 

reaffirm her own identity through constant reference to her own hair, as if to lose that 

detail would catapult her even deeper into chaos: “We wrestled … my long hair 

streaming across my forehead, and I could not see my enemy” (241). Because Vera had 

constructed Miss MacIntosh into a caricature, once Miss MacIntosh is revealed to be 

bald, and Vera is forced to confront Miss MacIntosh as she “really is,” agency transfers 

from Vera to her nurse. Miss MacIntosh is powerful and violent, and Vera grasps at the 

remnants of her own identity. 
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Vera cannot adapt to her changed position as the narrator and reader of text. 

Essentially, she has misread the text of Miss MacIntosh’s body. From the beginning, 

Miss MacIntosh’s body had been “real,” and material. In it, Vera had inscribed the entire 

physical world. Once revealed to be false, however, Vera’s impression of Miss 

MacIntosh attacks her. The means of identification—her and Miss MacIntosh’s hair—is 

threatened as well: 

I was conquered, feeling my hair pulled out by handfuls, though there was no pain 

in this but only my sense of distant, speculative wonder that I should be snatched 

bald, that I should be bald, too, in the light of the cruel dawn, a creature robbed of 

her feminine beauty, her ravishing powers of illusion, and I should have to hide 

my head as if it were some terrible mistake, God’s error—even though, the next 

morning, of course, my long braids were exactly braided down my back, and there 

were no scratches upon my cheeks but those which might have been made by 

leafless branches” (243).  

While the moment may seem overdone and hyperbolized—especially as she concludes 

by stating that “of course” she was unharmed—the moment represents the physical 

manifestation of her mental turmoil caused by losing the separation between Miss 

MacIntosh and her mother. Because Vera reveals that her hair was not ripped out, the 

previous night is revealed to have been the product of Vera’s imagination. 

Despite Vera’s inability to cope with the change in Miss MacIntosh and to adapt 

according, Miss MacIntosh is different if for no other reason than Vera’s impression of 

her has been challenged. The next morning, Miss MacIntosh is confused for the first time 

in Vera’s memory. Miss MacIntosh betrays uncertainty; she rambles, she “shook her head 

from side to side, saying yes when she meant no—thus betraying a power of indecision 

she had never shown before” (873). Remarkably, Miss MacIntosh has, potentially for the 
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only time in the novel, “power” when she is indecisive. Here power is equated to a lived 

experience of which Vera has not previously believed Miss MacIntosh capable. 

Meanwhile, Miss MacIntosh’s manner of speech changes almost completely. She speaks 

in confused nonsense; Miss MacIntosh sounds like Catherine:  

As I have eaten no fish or only now and then a little fresh water trout broiled to a 

golden brown, should fishes turn in schools and eat me who was their friend? Did 

I not sweep back all broken things? Should barnacles build their castles on these 

white bones? Should I be the skeleton wandering through many waters which 

have no shore, the bubble breaking on a far horizon, the waters without form? 

(870) 

That Miss MacIntosh’s voice becomes indistinguishable from Catherine’s reveals the 

fluidity of Miss MacIntosh’s reinvented identity. Through her speech, Miss MacIntosh 

belies her changed self, no longer real, solid, steadfast as Vera would like to believe. 

Here she is indecisive and powerfully so. The rupture from what Vera expected of Miss 

MacIntosh and the reality is so powerful and so painful that it forever changes their 

relationship. For one, Miss MacIntosh begins talking. For the first time, she tells Vera 

about her life before she came to live with her: crazy stories about heartbreak and travel 

and dreams. On the other hand, however, Miss MacIntosh decides to die. She walks into 

the ocean. She cannot exist with Vera now that the perception of her has been disrupted. 

Once revealed to be more than just one half of a dichotomy, Miss MacIntosh does not 

want to exist.   

Reminiscent of Donna Haraway’s cyborg, Miss MacIntosh becomes the amalgam 

of her human self and Vera’s imagined perception of her. That perception takes on 

agency; it has force and enacts change. It worms its way into Miss MacIntosh and it alters 

her. As Haraway writes, “The cyborg is a condensed image of both imagination and 
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material reality” (150). Miss MacIntosh is similarly both Vera’s imagination and her own 

material self. In the moments in which Miss MacIntosh’s reality and her illusion overlap, 

she becomes a cyborg. However, because Haraway claims that we are all cyborgs, the 

category affects all characters and readers alike. As Vera says, “we are always bald when 

we are robbed of our illusions, and we know not who we are or where, for we were only 

these and always fading” (245). Her self, and the selves of others, can only exist when the 

illusion and the reality are held in balance.  

 The new materialist sensitivity to the agency of the human and the nonhuman 

allows a reading of the novel that dwells on Miss MacIntosh’s disintegrated self. Because 

new materialism and posthumanism desire a rhizomatic rather than hierarchical view of 

the world, the new materialist reading of Miss MacIntosh offers not just a vocabulary 

with which to understand her dissolution but also imbues it with an ethical imperative. 

Vera treats Miss MacIntosh badly by not allowing Miss MacIntosh to exist as a complete 

entity with her own agencies. A reader response reaction would insist on Vera’s 

responsibility to her interpretations of Miss MacIntosh, and an affective reading would 

consider Vera and Miss MacIntosh equally agents acting on one another. New 

materialism takes this trajectory to its conclusion by allowing both to coexist. Vera is 

responsible for her misreading of Miss MacIntosh, but only because she isn’t attentive to 

Miss MacIntosh’s position as the other agent in the web of connections. New materialism 

attends to the third, invisible party: Vera’s imagination. New materialism—specifically a 

nonphysical version of trans-corporeality—reads Vera’s impressions of Miss MacIntosh 

as an actor with agency which permeates and modifies Miss MacIntosh’s conceptions of 

herself. The novel demands the reader’s complicity in misreading Miss MacIntosh by 

aligning the reader so closely with Vera’s narrative stance. However, that closeness is 

questioned once Miss MacIntosh is revealed to be different from what she had been taken 
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to be. Once Vera sees Miss MacIntosh as a full person, Miss MacIntosh dies. That cause 

and effect springs from Vera’s first mistake of painting Miss MacIntosh as the allegory of 

the real in contrast to Catherine’s fiction.  
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“Every Heart is the Other Heart:” Conclusion 

Ultimately, the tragedy of Miss MacIntosh and Vera is the tragedy of 

misinterpretation. Vera misreads Miss MacIntosh by seeing her as the embodiment of one 

half of a dichotomy rather than as a whole, flawed, complicated person. Once the illusion 

shatters, Miss MacIntosh reveals her life story to Vera, and Vera falls in love with her. 

However, because Miss MacIntosh had incorporated Vera’s impression of her so fully, 

the pain of remaining (either alive or merely with Vera) becomes greater than the 

freedom of expression. Vera learns only dimly, if at all, from her mistake, as she blames 

herself for the crime of seeing Miss MacIntosh as she really was. Vera never repents for 

having mis-seen her: 

What dreadful crime had been committed that all my life I should be pursued by 

this vain remorse, this dark possibility that I, even as a little child, had killed Miss 

MacIntosh, that I had done so only perhaps by opening my eyes, that had my 

eyelids remained sealed, she might have lived and might to this day be seen again. 

(166) 

Vera, as explored with reader response theory, grants herself the responsibility and 

burden of creating the world as she deems fit. Vera not only never sees that the initial 

fault was hers—in her misconception of Miss MacIntosh—she also never accepts Miss 

MacIntosh’s agency. She would rather her “eyelids remained sealed” to the reality of 

Miss MacIntosh than have truly seen her and lost her. Vera is the doomed interpreter, 

unable to see or learn from her mistakes. When Vera does finally see Miss MacIntosh, 

she is unable to recognize her: “Her face, it seemed to me then, was hardly personal and 

almost featureless, drained of all color, a face which might be anybody’s or nobody’s, for 

I had not yet come to recognize whose face it really was, that it was only hers” (285). 
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Vera’s traumatic experience—and Miss MacIntosh’s death—springs from Vera’s 

inability to account for Miss MacIntosh’s actual voice and experience. The reader 

response engagement with Vera aligns the reader with the narrator. They experience time 

and memory similarly, and they both inscribe the world with meaning. The reader and 

Vera create the world from their impressions of it. But the lone interpreter isn’t enough to 

account for the surreal world of Miss MacIntosh, My Darling, or the complicated one of 

real life. There are too many disparate experiences, too many unknowns and 

unknowables for one person to make sense of it all.  

The novel corrects for Vera. In its excesses, its imaginative creations, its 

investment in tangents and unresolved narratives, Miss MacIntosh, My Darling creates a 

world in which the real and the unreal coexist and intermingle. Despite her inability to 

understand her relationship with Miss MacIntosh, Vera eventually does learn to account 

for the real and the not-real simultaneously. “One … must accept that reality one found,” 

Vera discovers toward the end of the novel, “not what it was or was not” (947). 

For there was only one definition of reality [Vera continues] that it was real, real 

as my mother’s opium dreams of scallop boats and the feet of satyrs and sails 

upon the waves, real as Mr. Spitzer’s brother who might be the musician or the 

gambler, real as Miss MacIntosh’s sand-colored face which had no hair-line, real 

as a sea which had no surf line, and real as that rock which was perched upon an 

angel’s wing. Whatever one found was real was real … and even the unreal things 

were real, even those who were ignored, rejected, despised, abandoned, unloved, 

perhaps even unknown, never of fruit or flower. (947) 

Vera, though still imperfect, allows for all things to coexist as they are without hierarchy 

and without interpretation. Both her mother and Miss MacIntosh are real and unreal. 
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Both exist and inform one another, both are permeable and malleable and reactive. 

Perhaps most importantly, both exist without Vera’s mediation.  

 While inflected by posthumanist theory, the claim that what is imagined coexists 

with what is material is certainly a humanistic interpretation of the novel and of the 

world. It claims that the imagination can change and influence physical and material 

bodies. When considered from its ecocritical roots, as inspired by Donna Haraway, 

Matthew Taylor, and others, posthumanism is dedicated to dethroning the human from its 

position of power in order to establish the agencies of all entities, nonhuman and 

otherwise.
5
 This novel takes up the fundamental effort of dismantling a hierarchy of 

power without proposing a reinvented relationship to the environment. I take courage 

from Heather Love’s assertion that a reading may be invested in human relationships and 

politics and still avoid “the humanist underpinnings of traditional close reading” (387). In 

her evaluation of close, descriptive reading, she argues that by “refusing the role of 

privileged messenger prescribed by hermeneutics and emphasizing instead the minimalist 

but painstaking work of description, this approach undermines the ethical charisma of the 

critic” (387). Similarly, my reading of Miss MacIntosh, My Darling aims to dismantle the 

“heroic critic” and to attend instead to the ethics and ways of reading that the novel 

demands. Miss MacIntosh proposes a view of the world which is deeply empathetic. It 

asks the reader to allow for other agencies to exist as they are without capitalizing on 

them through interpretation. It allows for things to be, as Felski would say, coactors and 

                                                 
5
 The environmental implications of this are concerned with changing our relationship to the 

physical world such that “nature and culture are reworked; the one can no longer be the resource 

for appropriation or incorporation by the other” (Haraway 293). To be considered ecocritical, 

however, the theories must provide a way of engaging with environmental concerns in a way not 

generated in this novel. While my line of thinking is not absolutely contrary to Haraway’s 

conception of the cyborg—she constructs her cyborg to be amalgamations of human, machine, 

nonhuman animals, and non-physical concepts such as quantum theory—it does little to propose 

any environmental action.  
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positions us as readers alongside rather than in front of or behind the text. It contributes 

to and builds on Haraway’s desire to construct a being that dissolves the dichotomies of 

contemporary capitalism—“mind and body, animal and machine, idealism and 

materialism in the social practices” (295). These binaries might breakdown and dissolve 

should human see their own boundaries of self as fluid and constantly in flux.  

Miss MacIntosh, My Darling creates a mood, too. Allowing for all things to exist 

as “real” if one encounters them is a way of being in the world in a specific way. This 

paper springs from a critical mood of curiosity and interest in what the novel has to say 

for itself. I want to allow the realities of Miss MacIntosh to dictate the realities that I 

uncover. It’s an ouroboros; the theory mapped on this book and the demands this book 

makes on its reader create one another. As I became more attuned to the ways the book 

demanded that I read, I began to read in a specific way. By aligning the reader’s 

experience of the world so closely with Vera, Miss MacIntosh seduces the reader into 

accepting Vera’s view of the world: her imagination colors all her impressions and no 

space exists between her inscription of the world and the world “as it is.” Rather than be 

empowering, however, this singular point of interpretative power is dangerous, fatal 

even. Once misinterpreted, a character is in mortal peril. The novel implies that a reader 

with absolute control is dangerous. The reader’s ethical imperative shifts, then, away 

from one of responsibility for and over the text to one of acknowledging the agency of 

others. With that agency comes the ability to act and be acted on, until even the 

boundaries of distinct identities are suspect. Vera’s identity is contingent on Miss 

MacIntosh’s and vice versa.  

The book demands an attention to form. Attending to the form, not only 

demonstrates the ways in which this novel is inherently tied to these modes of theory, but 

also lands me back in the new materialistic light. This is my assemblage, my postcritical 
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mood. Miss MacIntosh, My Darling demands a reading that acknowledges the reader 

response tendency of its narrator without allowing the reader to fall into the same trap. It 

demands attention to the affect of the form of the novel without insisting that the two 

bodies of “book” and “reader” remain concrete and separate. It applies a posthumanist 

theoretical lens over an earnestly humanistic text to reveal the ways in which identity and 

individuality are fluid and porous. When Miss MacIntosh dictates the terms of its own 

reading, it creates a mood of curiosity that suspends the need to categorize objects into a 

true/false dichotomy. The novel furthers an ethics grounded in attention to agencies of all 

objects: material or otherwise. Despite its obsession with illusion and reality, Miss 

MacIntosh, My Darling ultimately argues for the dissolution of boundaries between the 

real and the illusion, and between separate bodies and spheres. By being attuned to the 

demands of this text, readers can be, humbly, privy to radically absorptive constructions 

of the world. 
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